
Fuckupedia. The Fundamentals of Fucking Up.
Or how we proudly declare to the world, that we in fact are also  
just human beings.



Once you have reached the point in your 
life that you have managed to run your 
heart-blooded company to the age of 15, it 
is understandable that you will somehow 
want to capture this fun journey for future 
generations. So let’s have a look at what 
are the options. Put together a book on cool 
party pictures? Create a collection of work 
“greatest hits“? Mmm... boring. And no one 
benefits from these beautiful picture books, 
no one has anything to learn about wine 
drinking Saturdays. But what if you were 
to look honestly in the mirror for a change? 
To admit, that you’ve actually fucked up 
from time to time? Giving an opportunity 
for yourself, but also everyone else, the 
opportunity to learn from mistakes? 
Encourage everyone to love their mistakes, 
as Alar Karis, the previous Auditor General 
of Estonia, said in 2016: “The constant fear 
of being lost stifles creativity and innovation 
and leads to a trap of mediocrity.“



A sobering follow-up to the charcoal story. Why did the client 
drop out?

“I wanted Velvet,” says Indrek, the charcoal maker. “They’ve 
done incredible things. But I spoke to a friend who’s worked 
with Velvet before. He warned that everything would be fi ne 
until Velvet asks for more money and things end with a fi ght.”

The fi rst design draft failed. As did the second one. “It’s a gut 
thing,” Indrek says. “Charcoal is a boring product. You only have 
a microsecond to spark the buying impulse.”

He tested Velvet’s design with friends and acquaintances. “We 
needed minor changes to reach perfection. They countered by 
saying the budget’s shot and more money is needed.”

Indrek was angered by this. “If we’ve agreed to a budget, you 
need to work within it. This is what blew up the whole thing. I 
have no complaints about their competence. It’s the habit of 
asking for more money that’s the red line.”

“I get it. The fi rst strike may not light the match,” he says. “It’s 
the third one. Is the design worth three thousand euros? Four? 
You offer a service that doesn’t have a market price. Just ask for 
more at the outset, then.”

Mic drop.

The one where we ask
for more money

Figure 13, points 1–28. Things that require more money
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Designed, done. Fuckupedia was born.  
The Fundamentals of Fucking Up. The formal 
concept of this work draws inspiration from 
important works such as “The Foundations 
of Scientific Atheism” (Soviet textbook from 
the 1960s), the TV series “Friends” (very 
popular, from the 1990s) and various Soviet-
era handbooks. 

Fuckapedia itself is a handbook, too - 
describing nicely how masters of the fuckups 
usually do their job. So you could learn from 
the masters (what exactly, this you should 
decide yourself). Explanatory illustrations 
that are based on Soviet-era handbooks 
make the learning even easier. 







The Fuckupedia, of course, was a complete 
and utter success. First thousand pieces 
were absorbed at the speed of light. But we 
do not measure the success of this work with 
the circulation, the more important metric is 
the sense of pride that our belief in fuckups, 
as a driving force, is spreading.





We log on to Instagram and what we see: 
The creative director of a competitor 
agency compliments our work – we are 
absolutely proud. 

We are at an innovation center of one  
of the biggest banks in Estonia and hear 
about Estonian Business Angels Network 
on the stage setting us as an example:  
“If everyone were to look at their fuckups 
this way, the Estonian economy would be 
saved” – we are very proud.

We receive a letter of motivation from 
a job applicant, in which she solemnly 
promises to be ready for a grand fuckups, 
only to get into Fuckupedia – we can’t be 
any more proud.

Pride comes before the fall, all ancient 
Estonians new that. How splendid! 
Another epic fuckup is about to come  
to teach us soon!



“It is funny, bizarre, educating, itching 
and provoking. You read this book and 
afterwards you dare more. Not reading 
this book can only be a fuck up you  
cannot undo.” 

Jamshid Alamuti, public speaker, transformer, 
education wizard, co-founder and CEO in an e-mail 
we forced him to write.

“A book that makes you think about your  
own fuckups.” 

Ander Avila, creative director of DDB in Instagram  
(we received compliments from a competitor, yeah!).

“I’m not afraid of failures. Whenever I 
fuck up, it’ll surely be a glorious fuckup. 
Fuckupedia-entry-worthy.” 

Anastassia Tšepaikina, an intern and an EKA 
graduate in her application letter longing to get 
her own story in Fuckupedia.

“Reading about those fuckups I 
understood – I’m not alone out there.  
Best self-help book of 2019!” 

Ivo Visak, our co-worker from Velvet in a weirdly 
emotional e-mail sent to all colleagues.


